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PART A 

Answer all questions. Each question carries 1 mark. 

1. Every business unit whose turnover exceeds ………… will be required to register 

under GST. 

2. Profitability index is also known as ………… 

3. KITCO was set up in ………… 

4. ………… is a study to ensure whether the proposed project is viable. 

5. ………… is the difference between present value of cash inflows and cash outflows. 

6. In project report, water, power etc, are shown under the head ………… 

7. State Industrial corporations engage in the development of ………… 

8. Knowledge + skill+ Trait = ………… 

9. ………… refers to a specific piece of land where the project would be set up. 

10. Expand KINFRA. 

 (10 × 1 = 10 Marks) 

PART B 

Answer any eight questions. Each question carries 2 marks. 

11. What is feasibility study? 

12. What is ED club? 

13. Define entrepreneur. 

14. What is CPM? 

15. What are tax holidays? 

16. Who is an intraprenuer? 

17. What is project management? 

18. What is business incubation centre’s? 

19. What is micro enterprise? 

20. Who is a Fabian entrepreneur? 

(8 × 2 = 16 Marks) 



PART C 

Answer any six questions. Each question carries 4 marks. 

21. Explain the functions of KITCO. 

22. Briefly explain the entrepreneurial competencies. 

23. Explain the advantages of concessions and subsidies. 

24. Compare PERT with CPM. 

25. Write a short note on Network analysis. 

26. What are the difference between Entrepreneur and Manager? 

27. What are the factors to be considered while selecting location of a factory?  

28. Explain the steps involved in project appraisal. 

(6 × 4 = 24 Marks) 

PART D 

Answer any two questions. Each question carries 15 marks. 

29. Definer women entrepreneurship.  Explain the challenges of women entrepreneurship 

in Kerala. 

30. Define Entrepreneurship. Explain the factors affecting entrepreneurial growth in the 

country. 

31. What is technical analysis? Discuss the various aspects of technical analysis. 

(2 × 15 = 30 Marks) 
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